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Summary of the articleSummary of the article 

d i i h d ff b• In order to investigate the trade-off between 
password memorability and security, the authors 
did i tdid an experiment.

• The authors tentatively recommended some 
techniques for choosing passwords.



AppreciateAppreciate

• Focused properties are critical to the password security 
and memorability 

d i i i i f l l h– Focused properties in experiment: meaningful, non-letter characters, 
length 

• Good Recommendation 
– Easy to flow

• No extra work after the passwords are set up• No extra work after the passwords are set up

– Phase based technique increase the memorabitliy and security at 
the same time (No trade off )the same time (No trade-off )



CriticismCriticism
Lack of detailed description about how the passwords crackedLack of detailed description about how the  passwords cracked
• Factors controlled in the experiment

– Students in each group is randomly allocated
– Passwords memorability are reviewed at the same time 

• Factors need to be mentioned in the e periment• Factors need to be mentioned in the experiment
– Time taken for cracking the password 

• Will a hacker give up if it takes so much time to crack aWill a hacker give up if it takes so much time to crack a 
password in reality?

• Should a cracked password still be considered secure 
enough if it takes so much time to crack?enough if it takes so much time to crack?



Criticism (continued)Criticism (continued)
– Attempt times on passwords cracking

• Should an individual user’s cracked password still beShould an individual user s cracked password still be 
considered secure enough if a hacker attempted so 
many times to crack it manually?

– Brute–force attack efficiency
• What is the efficiency of  the Brute-force attack used in 

h i ?the experiment?

• If the brute-force attack used for the experiment is• If  the brute-force attack used for the experiment is 
efficient enough, does that mean none of the password 
is securable.

(“B f tt k T ll ibl bi ti f k ”)(“Bruce-force attack: Try all possible combinations of keys.”)

Will the experiment results be affected significantly ff g f y
if we take theses factors into count?



QuestionQuestion 

• If you are going to do the same experiment, 
what factors will you consider into the y
experiment?


